Taking religion as a core element of the civilisations he sees on collision course, S. Huntington hesitated about the place of Africa as the eighth cultural bloc, because of its unclear religious content.' If thereby he intimated that religion as a war-mongering agent had no role in Africa, he flew in the face of the popular theory that warfare ultimately roots in tribal kinship logic and its barbaric cults. Had the monotheists not vowed to erase this ogre of which Africa seemed a stronghold? How confusing this has become: the root of all violence being exonerated, while a seizable literature increasingly proclaims that Africa's old religion, forcing JHWH into supporting the Hebrew army against the enemy may seem to portray a remnant of humanity's evolutionary odyssey, deemed to be dominated by religion of blood ties, blocking true democracy.3 My cursory study of the Ewe religion, a choice example of the chided polytheism, seems however to retrace valuable aspects that were unduly obscured by complex processes.4 4
Using 'kinship-focused religion' as an the alternative for what is often called animist or primal religion, I wish to argue that its focus is a cultic domain that braces a society ruled by kinship logic and the value of life.' Whereas the arrival of monotheism is presented as a moral progress on that kinship-based order, it would seem that much harm was done by a pull into a contrary sense. With respect to the Ewe religion the data for a historical study of that process are readily available. But I wish rather to study the theological value that deserves reconsidering. Its reassessment is overdue, as the African traditions reassert themselves on their continent as well as abroad, But we must first examine the (neo)colonial project that has transformed a kinship-focused religion into a centralised system.
Shaping a Supreme Being
For centuries it had seemed evident that the African religious experience was quite unlike monotheism. But when I arrived in Ewe-land (1968), a basic shift had taken place, bringing the two closer. Both locally and in western intellectual circles a complex process had taken place, among religionists as well as their agnostic detractors. These intriguing changes require a more refined study than can be offered here, and are already receiving serious attention. But the criticism of that historical process on
